
Enhancing the Value of the World Social Forum Proposals 

ü offering an overall view of them
ü drawing some strategic proposals from them

The  WSF  constitutes  the  most  important  civil-society gathering  at  the  dawn  of  the  twenty-first
century. It is a powerful meeting point for social organizations and movements opposing neoliberal
globalization and the logic of war. 
The WSF, however, should be more than just a large protest and resistance assembly. 
Another world is possible: Which world? How is it possible? The WSF 2005 needs to answer these
questions.

We should all be able to visualize the proposals resulting from the many self-organized activities and
to collectively draw some strategic perspectives from them.  The challenges we are facing require that
we assume this responsibility. 

Fully aware of the stakes at hand, the FPH committed, as early as the first WSF, alongside the WSF
International Committee and numerous partners, its human, financial, and methodological support to
collect, visualize, and disseminate in a transparent way, the whole of the proposals.  

In addition to enabling the participation of nearly one hundred partners from Europe, Africa, Asia, and
in particular China, the FPH is backing three joint procedures for the WSF 2005:  

Before the Forum:
· A data base has been constituted, which includes, for every activity, a form setting out the

proposals that will be opened to debate in view of obtaining a compilation of such forms for
the  whole  of  the  2,500  registered  workshops.   This  work,  financed  by  the  FPH,  was
accomplished by the team of volunteers who set up the Web site www.portoalegre2005.info

During the Forum:
· A book  will  be  published simultaneously in  5  languages  (Chinese,  Arabic,  Portuguese,

English, and French) by the Alliance of Independent Publishers (AEI) with the financial
support of the Ford Foundation and the FPH. 

· A set  of  conceptual  maps  will  be  provided  reflecting  all  of  the  different  activities  and
proposals, which will allow us to present our version of their reclassification according to
strategic lines, but anyone will be able to do their own reclassification and identification of
these strategic lines.   This methodological work, developed by the "memoria viva" project
team, is backed jointly by the FPH, the Initiative Committee for the European Social Forum
(CIFS) and the  Comité  Catholique  contre  la  Faim et  pour  le  Développement  (CCFD –
Catholic committee against hunger and for development).  

FPH: www.fph.ch        


